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(Abstract) 

Assessing the recovery of species diversity and composition after major disturbance is 

key to understanding the resilience of tropical forests through successional processes, 

and its importance for biodiversity conservation. Despite the specific abiotic 

environment and ecological processes of tropical dry forests, secondary succession has 

received less attention in this biome than others and changes in species diversity and 

composition have never been synthesised in a systematic and quantitative review. This 

study aims to assess in tropical dry forests 1) the directionality of change in species 

richness and evenness during secondary succession, 2) the convergence of species 

composition towards that of old-growth forest and 3) the importance of the previous 

land use, precipitation regime and water availability in influencing the direction and rate 

of change. We conducted meta-analyses of the rate of change in species richness, 

evenness and composition indices with succession in 13 tropical dry forest 

chronosequences. Species richness increased with succession, showing a gradual 

accumulation of species, as did Shannon evenness index. The similarity in species 

composition of successional forests with old-growth forests increased with succession, 

yet at a low rate. Tropical dry forests therefore do show resilience of species 

composition but it may never reach that of old-growth forests. We found no significant 

differences in rates of change between different previous land uses, precipitation 

regimes or water availability. Our results show high resilience of tropical dry forests in 

term of species richness but a slow recovery of species composition. They highlight the 

need for further research on secondary succession in this biome and better 

understanding of impacts of previous land-use and landscape-scale patterns.  
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Introduction 

Succession has been a major focus of plant community ecology for more than a century (McIntosh 1999), 

yet the processes underlying assembly of secondary forests continue to be actively researched (Norden et 

al. 2015). The early view of Clements (1916) (monoclimax hypothesis) and initial floristic composition 

model of Egler (1954) were further formalized by the three models of Connell and Slatyer (1977). These 

deterministic models are all based on the idea that trade-offs between traits promote success in different 

stages of succession (Huston and Smith 1987). However, none of these models accounts for stochastic 

events or historical contingencies (Young et al. 2005). Lawton (1987) proposed a model of succession 

based only on random survival of established species and colonization by new species, paving the way for 

the neutral theory of community assembly (Hubbell 2001). Although deterministic niche-based and 

neutral models of succession have often been treated as mutually exclusive explanations for empirical 

patterns, a growing body of literature evidences the importance of the integration of the two (Chave 2004, 

Gravel et al. 2006, Tilman 2004). A major focus of research is now to assess the resilience of forests and 

the factors affecting it (Arroyo-Rodriguez et al. 2016, Norden et al. 2009). Resilience is defined here as 

the capacity and rate of recovery of the structure, composition and functioning that the forest had before 

disturbance (Chazdon and Arroyo 2013, Newton and Cantarello 2015).  Niche-based deterministic 

processes promote a gradual return of the species previously present in old-growth forest and therefore 

lead to a good recovery of species composition, while neutral processes lead to more idiosyncratic 

trajectories of succession (Norden et al. 2009).  

Complex interactions between intrinsic and extrinsic factors (Finegan 1984, Lebrija-Trejos et al. 

2010) affect successional trajectories and therefore the resilience of forests. Within a given site, abiotic 

conditions (e.g. soil and climatic factors) affect plant regeneration. The nature and intensity of past land 

uses and current disturbances can lead to different rates of recovery of species composition (Kennard et 

al. 2002, Molina Colon and Lugo 2006). Remnant trees in abandoned pastures foster the establishment of 

young woody plants under their crown and influence the composition of these new plant assemblages 

(Derroire et al. 2016, Guevara et al. 1986). At the larger scale of the landscape, remnant forests provide 

seeds that can be dispersed to adjacent successional forests (Chazdon 2014).  

In the tropics, most studies of succession have been carried out in moist and wet forests. The 

resulting models are however not applicable to tropical dry forests (TDF) where there are different 

ecological processes and changes in functional composition with succession (Lohbeck et al. 2013, 

Quesada et al. 2009). In TDF, seasonal water limitations strongly determine ecological processes (Maass A
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and Burgos 2011) while tropical wet forests are more limited by light availability and biotic interactions 

(Ewel 1977). Regeneration in TDF is characterized by the importance of vegetative reproduction, which 

can improve recovery of woody vegetation through resprouting, and by the high proportion of 

anemochorous species whose seeds can better colonise early successional sites (Vieira and Scariot 2006). 

During TDF succession, there is an extensive change in environmental conditions from hot and water-

limited early stages towards more shaded later stages (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2011), suggesting an important 

role of facilitative biotic interactions (Callaway and Walker 1997, Derroire et al. 2016). However, the 

strength of the light gradient is lower in TDF than in wet forests due to smaller differences in light 

conditions between the early and late stages of succession (Ewel 1977, Letcher et al. 2015), suggesting a 

faster recovery of old-growth forest species. Furthermore, difference in precipitation regimes among TDF 

can affect successional processes. Becknell et al. (2012) synthesized the structural changes occurring 

during succession in TDF and showed that wetter sites reach a greater biomass than drier ones, suggesting 

steeper environmental gradients between early and late succession in wetter sites. McDonald et al. (2010) 

showed that the relative importance of resprouting and regeneration by seed changed with precipitation 

regimes, with resprouting being more important in drier sites. Derroire et al. (2016) showed evidence that 

facilitation is more important in drier sites. These differences all suggest more differentiation between the 

species composition of early and late successional communities in TDF where precipitation is higher, in 

line with the findings of Letcher et al. (2015) that successional habitat specialisation is stronger for 

tropical wet forests than TDF. 

Here we used meta-analysis of 13 chronosequences to assess the resilience capacity of TDF and 

the factors influencing it. The changes in biomass during succession have been quantitatively reviewed by 

Becknell et al. (2012) in TDF, Poorter et al. (2016) across Neotropical forests and Martin et al. (2013) 

across tropical forests. Martin et al. (2013) also reviewed changes in species richness and composition 

across tropical forests. Here we provide a new focus on the changes in species diversity (richness and 

evenness) and composition during secondary succession in TDF. We asked the following questions: (1) 

Do species richness and evenness change in a directional way with succession and what are the direction 

and rate of change? If there are strong limitations to dispersal or if species arriving early in succession 

inhibit the arrival of other species, we expect limited or no changes in species richness, at least in the 

earlier stages. (2) How convergent are the changes in species composition with succession? In other 

words, does the composition of successional forests converge towards the composition of old-growth 

forests, indicating resilience, and how fast? Niche-based assembly should lead to an increasing A
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compositional similarity between successional forests and old-growth forests, as environmental 

conditions change towards those of old-growth forests. On the other hand, inhibition of new species 

arrival by the early established vegetation would impede the increase in similarity. (3) Do the previous 

land use, precipitation regime and water availability affect the directionality and rate of change in species 

richness, evenness and composition during succession? We expect a difference between pasture and 

shifting cultivation land uses in their influence on subsequent succession because of their effects on the 

soil and remnant vegetation. Moreover, we expect the precipitation regime and water availability to 

influence the rates of change. The greater importance of resprouting and facilitation in drier forests 

predicts a faster accumulation of species. However, the greater range of environmental conditions and 

species successional habitat specialisation in wetter forests predicts a greater rate of change in species 

composition.   

Methods 

We have chosen a meta-analysis approach because it is a powerful and unbiased method to combine study 

results across multiple sites and test the effect of factors that are difficult to test with primary data 

(Koricheva and Gurevitch 2013), in our case previous land use, precipitation regime and water 

availability. Our methods follow the guidelines of Koricheva and Gurevitch (2014) and Woodcock et al. 

(2014) on methodology and reporting of systematic reviews and meta-analyses. 

Data search and inclusion criteria 

We searched Web of Science, Science Direct and JSTOR for studies of the composition of TDF during 

succession in April 2012. We used the following search string: (succession* OR secondary) AND tropical 

AND dry AND forest*. We complemented this search by screening the references cited by the 

publications we found, by searching books on TDF and asking colleagues for grey literature. We updated 

this search in June 2015 using Web of Science and Science Direct and the initial search string. A broader 

literature search on TDF found no additional relevant publications. 

We used the following inclusion criteria to select relevant studies: (1) they considered TDF, 

defined as forests with a mean annual precipitation (MAP) between 500 and 2000 mm and mean annual 

temperature above 17 °C (Becknell et al. 2012, Holdridge 1967) with at least three months of drought 

(precipitation <100 mm) (Sanchez-Azofeifa et al. 2005). (2) They studied natural succession. We 

excluded studies of forests where an active human intervention was conducted, such as restoration 

planting or fertilisation (e.g. Souza and Batista (2004)). (3) They conducted an inventory of trees and 
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shrubs in plots of different successional age (i.e. time since abandonment of the previous land use). They 

focused on adults, rather than on the soil seed bank, seedlings or saplings (e.g. Maza-Villalobos et al. 

(2011)). (4) They provided information on previous land use. (5) They reported data from plots with at 

least three different values of successional age (to enable fitting of linear regression with successional 

age), using either a dynamic or a chronosequence approach. For the chronosequence approach, we 

checked that within datasets, plots were located on sites with the same climate, similar previous land use 

and no substantial known soil differences. We excluded studies with a different sampling design between 

the different successional ages (e.g. Larkin et al. (2012)). (6) The youngest age of plots within a study 

was not more than 10 years, because case studies in TDF (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2010) and global syntheses 

(Martin et al. 2013, Poorter et al. 2016) have shown rapid changes in the early stages of succession that 

we wanted to be able to assess across studies. (7) Because we calculated selected indices in order to 

assure comparability of studies, we needed raw data in the form of a floristic table of abundance of each 

species in each plot (not just aggregated data per successional age). Studies measuring only species 

occurrence or cover-abundance (e.g. Kassi N'Dja and Decocq (2008)) were not considered. The inclusion 

of a study was ultimately dependent on the agreement of authors to provide raw data. 

Data preparation and exploration 

Some selected studies included sets of plots (referred to as “datasets”) with different previous land uses, 

soil and/or vegetation types, with each of the datasets independently meeting the inclusion criteria. These 

datasets were considered as independent units in our meta-analyses. 

Some datasets focused only on dicot trees and shrubs while others also considered palms, lianas, 

cacti and herbs. To remove this possible source of difference between datasets, we excluded life forms 

other than dicot trees and shrubs from all the floristic tables. Plots with missing information (e.g. 

successional age, previous land use) or with no trees or shrubs were also removed from the datasets. 

Some studies used nested subplots of different sizes within each plot for different tree size categories, 

with a coherent design for all successional ages. In these cases, the number of individuals of each species 

per subplot was scaled to the size of the plot, using the method of Lebrija-Trejos et al. (2010) and values 

per size category summed. When the raw data gave the size or size class of individual stems, we excluded 

stems below the range of minimum diameters that we imposed to maximise consistency across the studies 

(Table 1). 

For each plot in every dataset, we calculated the species richness and Shannon evenness index. 

To account for the differences in number of stems between plots, within and across datasets, we A
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standardised species richness to a fixed number of stems (15), following the method proposed by Colwell 

et al. (2012). We selected the number 15 to avoid standardising to more than three times the actual 

number of stems (the limit recommended by Colwell et al. (2012)) for 98.5% of the plots. Standardised 

Shannon and Simpson diversity indices, which combine richness and evenness (Magurran 2005), were 

also calculated but their meta-analyses gave qualitatively similar results to those for species richness so 

we do not present these results. To investigate the compositional similarity between successional plots 

and old-growth reference plots in the same dataset, we calculated the Sørensen index (based on species 

occurrence) and the version of the Chao-Sørensen index (based on species abundance) that is not adjusted 

for missing species. For any pair of successional and old-growth plots, the Sørensen index  is 2S12/(S1+S2) 

where S12 is the number of shared species, S1 is the number of species in the successional plot and S2 in 

the old-growth plot, and the Chao-Sørensen index is 2UV/(U+V) where U  is the total relative abundance 

of the shared species in the successional plot, and V in the old-growth plot (Chao et al. 2005). These two 

indices differ in giving more (Sørensen) or less (Chao-Sørensen) relative weight to rare species. When 

several old-growth plots were available within a dataset, the similarity indices were calculated separately 

for each plot and averaged. Calculations were performed using the packages VEGAN (Oksanen et al. 2015) 

and iNEXT (Hsieh et al. 2015) in R 3.2.3 (R core team 2015). When the successional age was provided as 

a range, we used the midpoint of the range. For each dataset, relationships between successional age and 

each index were visually explored by fitting local polynomial regressions (function LOESS in R) 

(Cleveland et al. 1992) (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1) to get a preliminary understanding 

of the trends observed for each dataset. 

To investigate the source of heterogeneity between datasets, we retrieved values for the 

following variables from the publications or asked the authors when necessary: previous land use, mean 

annual precipitation (MAP), number of dry months (precipitation <100 mm) and duration of succession 

studied (defined as age of the oldest successional plot). Climatic data were checked with online data 

provided by local meteorological institutes. We also calculated the ratio of annual Potential 

Evapotranspiration to MAP (PET/MAP) as a measure of water availability, using PET data computed 

with the FAO Penman - Monteith method for the period 1961-1990 (downloaded from 

http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/ on 24 January 2016).  We used information on soil taxonomy 

provided in each publication to categorise the datasets into two soil fertility groups, low and high. In 

brief, we assumed that highly weathered soils described as ultisols or oxisols (ferrosols) were depleted in 

nutrients, and geologically younger soils, including entisols, inceptisols, alfisols and/or mollisols, had A
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higher fertility.  The surrounding landscape is also very likely to influence the process of succession but 

the absence of sufficient information in the reviewed studies did not allow this to be tested. 

Our search and selection gave thirteen datasets from nine studies published between 1992 and 

2015, all using a chronosequence approach. Table 1 lists the datasets and provides information on the 

environment and study design, as well as the number of datasets included in each meta-analysis. Six 

datasets provided data on both successional and old-growth forests, allowing calculation of the indices of 

similarity between successional stages and old-growth forests. The number of plots per dataset, excluding 

old-growth references, ranged from 4 to 290 (median 19). Plot area ranged from 100 to 1000 m2 (median 

500). The minimum Diameter at Breast Height (DBH) for inclusion of trees and shrubs ranged from 1 to 

10 cm (median 2.5). Six datasets covered a duration of succession ≤ 30 years and seven > 30 years 

(maximum 60 years). The previous land uses were pasture (8 datasets) and shifting cultivation (5 

datasets). MAP ranged from 788 to 1647 mm (median 1129 mm), the number of dry months from 5 to 7.5 

(median 5.5) and the ratio PET/MAP from 0.831 to 1.999 (median 1.507). The soil fertility was high for 

11 of the 12 datasets for which we had data, so we did not use this variable in the meta-analyses. Most of 

the datasets were collected in North and Central America (five from Costa Rica and three from Mexico). 

Four datasets were from South America (three from Colombia and one from Bolivia) and one from Asia 

(Laos).  

Meta-analyses 

We performed meta-analysis for each index of species richness, evenness and compositional similarity, 

using the METAFOR package (Viechtbauer 2010) in R 3.2.3 (R core team 2015). The effect size (response 

variable of the meta-analysis) was the estimate of the slope of the linear regression of the considered 

index against successional age, calculated for each dataset (Rosenberg et al. 2013). Meta-analyses are 

therefore fitted on a maximum of 13 datasets (Table 1). Successional trends showed various shapes 

(Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1), yet linear relationships provided a good approximation 

across datasets. Their slopes are an effect size that can be analysed by a meta-analysis approach to show 

the directionality and rate of trends across datasets. Assumptions of normality of residuals and 

homogeneity of variance of the linear regressions were met (checked graphically). The effect sizes and 

associated variances, and the goodness of fit (R2), for each index and dataset are presented in 

Supplementary material (Appendix 2 Fig. A2 and Appendix 3 Table A3 respectively).  

We first fitted meta-analyses using random-effect models to account for heterogeneity between 

datasets due to ecological and methodological differences (random models include a dataset-specific A
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variation) (Mengersen et al. 2013). Second, to investigate reasons for heterogeneity between datasets, we 

fitted meta-regressions, a type of meta-analysis using moderators (i.e. fixed factors: previous land use, 

MAP, number of dry months, PET/MAP and duration of succession studied in the dataset) to explain the 

differences among datasets (Mengersen et al. 2013). Meta-regressions were fitted with mixed-effect 

models to account for heterogeneity between datasets. Ideally, all moderators would be included in a 

single model but we had to fit separate models for each moderator to avoid over-fitting due to the small 

number of available datasets. Duration of succession studied was considered as a categorical variable with 

two values (≤ or > 30 years) because we observed an inflection of the nonlinear relationships between 

indices and successional age around that age for several studies (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. 

A1). Meta-analysis and meta-regression models were fitted using the restricted maximum likelihood 

(REML) estimation method. Datasets were weighted by the inverse of the variance of the estimate of the 

slope of the linear regression to account for statistical precision of the effect size of each datasets 

(Koricheva and Gurevitch 2013). Heterogeneity between datasets was tested with the Cochran Q test for 

meta-analyses and Q-E test for meta-regressions (Cochran 1954). 

We used two methods to test for publication bias and robustness of the significant results: 

graphical observation of funnel plots (Light and Pillemer 1984) and fail-safe number (Rosenberg 2005). 

In brief, a funnel plot is a plot of the effect size of each dataset against a measure of its variance (here 

standard error). In the absence of publication bias the plot has a funnel shape symmetric around the mean 

effect, because the variability and range of effect sizes decreases with decreasing standard error (Jennions 

et al. 2013). The fail-safe number is the number of datasets with null effect that need to be added to lose 

the significance of the estimated effect size (at p = 0.05). Results are considered robust if the fail-safe 

number is greater than 5N+10, N being the number of datasets included in the analysis for the considered 

moderator (Rosenthal 1979). 

Results 

Species richness and evenness indices 

Overall, the species richness and Shannon evenness indices had positive effect sizes, meaning that they 

increased with succession (Fig. 1, Supplementary material Appendix 4 Table A4), however, the trend 

observed for Shannon evenness index was not observed when using Simpson evenness index (data not 

shown). For both indices, the effect sizes were higher for sites previously used as pasture than for shifting 

cultivation (for the latter they were not significantly different from 0), although the difference between 
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them was significant for Shannon evenness index (p = 0.003) but not for species richness (p = 0.108). 

Contrary to expectation, effect sizes were not significantly correlated with the MAP, the number of dry 

months or PET/MAP (Supplementary material Appendices 4 Table A4 and 5 Fig. A5), indicating that the 

rate of change in species richness and evenness indices with succession was not significantly dependent 

on precipitation regime or water availability. For Shannon evenness index, datasets with a duration of 

succession studied > 30 years showed a significantly higher effect size than shorter-term datasets (for 

which the effect size was not significantly different from zero), suggesting that evenness increases faster 

in the later stages of succession. However, there was no significant effect of the studied duration of 

succession for species richness. For the two indices, the Cochran Q and Q-E tests showed a high 

heterogeneity between all datasets and also between datasets with the same previous land use or duration 

of succession studied (Fig. 1). Funnels plots did not reveal publication bias for any of the meta-analyses 

(Supplementary material Appendix 6 Fig. A6) and the fail-safe numbers showed good robustness for all 

significant effect sizes (Fig. 1), except for the effect size of species richness calculated for data sets with a 

studied duration of succession ≤ 30 years. 

Similarity with old-growth forest 

Overall, the effect size of both the Sørensen and Chao-Sørensen indices were positive and quite similar 

(0.008 and 0.009 respectively) but not significant (p = 0.075 and p = 0.143 respectively) (Fig. 2, 

Supplementary material Appendix 4 Table A4). For both indices, the effect sizes differed between the two 

classes of duration of succession studied. For the five datasets > 30 years the effect sizes were 

significantly positive (0.003 for both indices) and the fail-safe number showed that these results were 

very robust, indicating that similarity of composition with old-growth forests increases with succession 

for the longer-duration datasets. For the dataset ≤ 30 years, the effect sizes were also significantly positive 

for both indices but not robust, probably because there was only a single dataset. The effect sizes were not 

significantly dependent on previous land use (Fig. 2), MAP, number of dry months or PET/MAP 

(Supplementary material Appendices 4 Table A4 and 5 Fig. A5). For both indices, there was a high 

heterogeneity between datasets (Fig. 2), overall and between datasets with the same previous land use and 

same category of duration of succession studied. Funnels plots did not reveal publication bias for the 

significant results (Supplementary material Appendix 6 Fig. A6). 

Discussion 

Gradual accumulation of species  A
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The gradual increase in species richness revealed by our meta-analysis is in line with the trends 

generally observed in tropical dry and wet forests (Chazdon et al. 2007, Dent et al. 2013, Lebrija-Trejos et 

al. 2008, Letcher and Chazdon 2009, Quesada et al. 2009). This shows a gradual colonisation and 

establishment of tree species during succession (Anderson 2007, Chazdon et al. 2007). For the datasets 

including old-growth forests, species richness in the plots of greater successional age is close to that of 

old-growth forests (Supplementary material Appendix 1 fig. A1). This is consistent with the findings of 

Martin et al. (2013) who estimated that tropical forests can recover their species richness in about 50 

years. This supports the suggestion that seed availability is not a major limitation to species colonisation 

in the considered forests (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2008, Vieira and Scariot 2006), which can have two non-

mutually exclusive explanations: (1) TDF have a high proportion of anemochorous species (Bullock 

1995), the dispersal of which is less affected by forest fragmentation (Janzen 2002). (2) The mosaic of 

secondary forests, old-growth forests and agricultural land with scattered trees described by most studies 

(e.g. Kennard (2002)), which is a notable characteristic of Neotropical dry landscapes (Chazdon et al. 

2011), seems to ensure a relatively high availability and dispersal of seeds to successional forests 

(Chazdon 2014). However, it is likely that large-seeded species requiring specialist dispersers may arrive 

only in the late stages of succession (Chazdon 2014, Lohbeck et al. 2013). 

We found no significant effect of the duration of succession studied on the rate of increase in 

species richness (Fig. 1a). For several datasets, the relationship is quite linear (Kennard (2002), Lebrija-

Trejos et al. (2008), Leiva et al. (2009), Mora et al. (2015), Powers et al. (2009) Palo Verde and Santa 

Rosa oak). A study of the successional dynamics (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2010) in one of the included 

datasets (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2008) showed that the accumulation of old-growth forest species occurs at a 

faster rate than the loss of early successional species, explaining the increase in species richness even in 

the later stages. This trend can also be explained by the generalist species, able to establish throughout 

succession and then persist. Rozendaal and Chazdon (2015) found that such species were abundant in 

successional tropical wet forests, which is also likely to be the case in TDF where the environmental 

gradient during succession is less strong (Letcher et al. 2015). 

We found an overall increase of Shannon evenness index with succession, and the rate of 

increase was higher where the previous land use was pasture and for longer duration datasets (Fig. 1). 

This increase is consistent with observations from tropical wet and dry forests (Capers et al. 2005, Ruiz et 

al. 2005, Saldarriaga et al. 1988). However, despite the importance of evenness in explanations for the 

maintenance of species richness in tropical forests (Connell 1978), changes in species evenness with A
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succession are poorly explained. Biotic interactions (competition and facilitation) are likely to drive 

patterns of evenness because of their effect on species relative abundance, however further evidence is 

required from studies focused on changes in individual species, and ultimately on the interactions 

between species. 

Convergence toward old-growth forest species composition 

The similarity of species composition with old-growth forests increased with succession, as indicated by 

both the Sørensen and Chao-Sørensen indices when the two classes of duration of succession studied 

were considered separately (Fig. 2). This is also the trend observed for individual datasets 

(Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1, Appendix 2 Fig. A2). There is a convergence toward the 

composition of old-growth forests, supporting a directional trajectory of succession in TDF. However, the 

increases of both Sørensen and Chao-Sørensen indices with successional age were slow, and for all 

datasets the similarity of successional plots with old-growth plots remained low even for the later stages 

of succession (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1). This shows an important uncertainty in the 

recovery of species composition during succession, as also found by Martin et al. (2013) across tropical 

forests. The arrival of a given species depends on stochastic events and on the availability of seeds from 

the surrounding landscape. As a consequence, successional trajectories can be better predicted by 

considering functional groups rather than species composition, as found in TDF and tropical moist forests 

(Dent et al. 2013, Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2010). Our results suggest that the recovery of the full species 

composition of old-growth forests may never occur before the next major disturbance event (Chazdon 

2008, Chazdon et al. 2007).  

The rate of convergence in species composition is similar when calculated with species 

occurrence (Sørensen index) and with species abundance (Chao-Sørensen) (Fig. 2), suggesting that there 

is no notable difference in the rate of establishment of abundant and rare species. This result is surprising: 

because species that are abundant in old-growth forest are more likely to be abundant in the seed rain, we 

would have expected the species that are abundant in old-growth forests to establish and reach a high 

level of abundance during succession faster than rarer species. This finding may be attributable to the 

high evenness observed for most of the datasets (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1). 

For both indices, the rate of convergence is much higher for the shorter-duration datasets (≤ 30 

years) than for the longer-term datasets, suggesting that the arrival of species present in old-growth 

forests is important in the early stages of succession. This is in line with the results of Lebrija-Trejos et al. 

(2010) and Chazdon et al. (2011) (obtained using the same data as Lebrija-Trejos et al. (2008) and Mora A
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et al. (2015) respectively) who observed recruitment of old-growth forest species from the early stages of 

succession. This is probably due to the rapid recovery of the structure of TDF: Lebrija-Trejos et al. (2008) 

found that canopy height, plant density and crown cover recovered in less than 15 years in a Mexican 

TDF and Becknell et al. (2012) showed that above-ground biomass reached its maximum in 30 to 50 

years. These rapid structural changes provide suitable micro-environmental conditions (increased shading 

and decreased temperature) for the establishment of species associated with later stages of succession 

(Chazdon et al. 2011, Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2010). This is consistent with the study of Letcher et al. (2015) 

showing a lower rate of habitat specialisation of species in TDF than in wet forests, allowing old-growth 

forest species to arrive earlier in succession. However, this result could also be an artefact of only one 

study being analysed for the shorter-duration class, and it needs to be retested once a greater number of 

studies become available. 

Factors affecting the rate of change 

We found a high heterogeneity amongst studies in the rates of change in species richness, evenness and 

composition with successional age (Fig. 1, Fig. 2), confirming that time is not the only factor controlling 

changes during succession. Successional pathways result from a number of interacting factors (Chazdon 

2014) that we discuss below. 

Our results only showed a significant difference in the direction and rate of change between the 

two previous land uses, pasture and shifting cultivation, for Shannon evenness (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). For species 

richness, the rate of change was higher in pasture but the difference between the two land uses was not 

significant (p=0.108). The latter result is consistent with those of Norden et al. (2015) and Poorter et al. 

(2016), and can be explained by the complexity of the effects of previous and on-going land uses. (1) 

Cultivation can lead to greater soil erosion (Maass et al. 1988) impeding forest recovery. (2) The presence 

of remnant trees, reported by all datasets of sites previously under pasture, can affect long-term 

successional trajectories (Sandor and Chazdon 2014, Schlawin and Zahawi 2008) by their capacity to 

resprout (Sampaio 2007, Vieira et al. 2006), attract seed dispersers (Guevara et al. 1986) and provide 

suitable conditions for woody species establishment (Derroire et al. 2016, Duarte et al. 2010). (3) The 

intensity and duration of the previous land use are important (Pereira et al. 2003). For sites previously 

used for shifting cultivation, the number of cultivation cycles can affect successional trends (Sovu et al. 

2009). Moreover, several land uses may have occurred before abandonment. For example, the 

combination of cultivation and grazing is common in shifting cultivation practices in Mexico (Chazdon et 

al. 2011, Morales-Barquero et al. 2015). (4) Perturbation after abandonment of agriculture can also affect A
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the composition of successional forests. Powers et al. (2009) suggest that the abundance of the cattle-

dispersed species Guazuma ulmifolia in the Palo Verde site in Costa Rica can be attributed to the presence 

of cattle at that site and that its abundance results in the lowest levels of species richness of the three sites 

considered in this study, and the lowest rates of their recovery (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. 

A1, Appendix 2 Fig. A2). (5) Both types of previous land use can be found in the same landscape 

(Castellanos-Castro and Newton 2015) enabling seed dispersal between these two types of secondary 

forest that can result in a homogenization of species composition. (6) The use of fire as a management 

technique, which was mentioned by some included studies both for shifting cultivation (Kennard 2002, 

Rico-Gray and Garcia-Franco 1992) and pasture (Leiva et al. 2009, Powers et al. 2009), decreases the 

ability of trees to resprout and reduces the viability of seeds in the soil seed bank (Hooper et al. 2004, 

Kennard et al. 2002). Nonetheless, our finding that despite all of these complex interacting factors, there 

was a faster rate of recovery of species evenness during succession on sites previously under pasture than 

those used for shifting cultivation does show the potential importance of the legacy effects of past land 

use.  This merits further research focused on factors such as survival of remnant vegetation (Chazdon 

2003) and the soil seed bank, and soil condition to improve understanding of the mechanisms and scale of 

its impact on subsequent secondary succession. 

Our results did not show any significant effect of precipitation regime (MAP and number of dry 

months) or water availability (PET/MAP) on changes in species richness, evenness or composition (Fig. 

1, Fig. 2). The effect of precipitation and water availability on species presence and abundance is 

therefore different than their effect on biomass, whose recovery increases with increasing precipitation 

and water availability (Becknell et al. 2012, Poorter et al. 2016). A possible explanation of our results is 

that the gradients in precipitation regime and water availability can have several opposing effects. The 

greater importance of resprouting (McDonald et al. 2010) and facilitation (Callaway and Walker 1997) 

can lead to a faster accumulation of species in drier sites but this can be mitigated by the smaller pools of 

species capable of tolerating drought. Moreover, the influence of precipitation regime and water 

availability on both species accumulation and changes in species composition can be obscured by the 

importance of the remnant vegetation for resprouting, facilitation and seed availability and dispersion 

(Chazdon 2014).   

Other factors not included in our analysis could explain the heterogeneity of successional 

trajectories. (1) The position of successional forests in the landscape relative to old-growth forests is 

important for the input of seeds (Arroyo-Rodriguez et al. 2016, Chazdon 2014, Sovu et al. 2009). The A
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direction of the old-growth forests relative to the dominant winds can also affect the species composition 

of the dispersed seeds (Castillo-Nunez et al. 2011, Janzen 1988). (2) Soil properties: Powers et al. (2009) 

found that the species composition and the trajectories of changes in diversity differed between three sites 

with different soils. (3) Stochastic events probably explain part of the heterogeneity between datasets 

(Norden et al. 2015). 

Methodological considerations 

The variation in methodology used by the original studies, in terms of plot size, nested design and 

minimum stem diameter for inclusion, can partly explain the high heterogeneity between data sets that we 

observed. However, the potential risk of bias is minimised by the fact that we first calculated an effect 

size per dataset before combining the datasets in the meta-analyses.  

We have chosen to use the slope of linear regressions as a common effect size metric for the 

meta-analyses as it appeared to be a parsimonious choice (Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1), 

although some of these relationships are often non-linear (Newton and Cantarello 2015, Quesada et al. 

2009) (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Supplementary material Appendix 1 Fig. A1). Our results therefore show direction 

and relative rates of change with succession rather than quantitative predictions of indices at a given age. 

Despite high heterogeneity between studies, these trends were particularly robust, which allows them to 

be interpreted as global trends in TDF, while giving consideration to the geographical bias mentioned 

hereafter.  

The majority of the studies that we found were conducted in the Neotropics (and especially in 

Mexico and Costa Rica) (Table 1), which is also the case for other meta-analysis of succession in tropical 

forests (Becknell et al. 2012, Martin et al. 2013), reflecting the wider trend of unbalanced distribution of 

ecological studies in the tropics (Powers et al. 2011, Stocks et al. 2008). Because of this geographical 

bias, caution is required in extrapolating our results to African and Asian dry forests. More studies on 

successional forests in these regions are greatly needed to assess how their characteristics, such as the 

smaller overall species pool in Africa (Slik et al. 2015) and differences in disturbance history and forest 

fauna (Corlett and Primack 2006), affect their rate of recovery.  

All the considered studies are based on chronosequences, reflecting the low number of dynamic 

studies of tropical forest succession (Chazdon et al. 2007). This space-for-time substitution approach has 

been criticized for the potential biases related to the difficulty of (1) distinguishing patterns associated 

with succession from those resulting from variation in initial conditions (Pickett 1989), and (2) 

accounting for the possible correlation between time of abandonment and site conditions (such as soil A
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fertility) (Chazdon 2003). However, they are recognized as a useful approach for assessing long-term 

direction of change (Lebrija-Trejos et al. 2010). Moreover, Mora et al. (2015) showed by combining 

chronosequence and dynamic approaches, that chronosequence models had greater power for predicting 

species-based patterns (diversity and composition) than structural patterns. It is important to recognize, 

however, that there may be a bias in scientists’ choice of study sites towards areas where changes with 

succession are obvious and therefore easier to quantify, potentially leading to an overestimation of the 

resilience capacity of TDF. A dynamic approach following succession from its earliest stages would be 

less subject to this bias. 

Conclusions 

Meta-analysis of 13 datasets showed directionality and convergence of changes in species richness, 

evenness and composition of tree and shrub communities with succession. This supports the importance 

of deterministic processes for successional trajectories in TDF despite large levels of uncertainty (Norden 

et al. 2015). Our results indicate an overall resilience of TDF species richness, supporting the potential of 

secondary forests for long-term biodiversity conservation even with on-going periodic severe human 

disturbance. However, active conservation interventions may still be beneficial because recovery of the 

species composition of old-growth forests is slow and uncertain, and secondary forests may never reach 

the same composition as old-growth forests. The high heterogeneity between the datasets reflects the 

complexity of the interacting factors affecting succession in determining the assembly of secondary forest 

communities (Chazdon 2003). Succession of TDF is therefore an issue deserving further study. A focus 

on Asian and African dry forests will be needed to fill the biggest geographical gaps in current evidence. 

There is also a need for more detailed assessment of the legacy effects of previous land use (Chazdon 

2003) and the effect of landscape-scale patterns (Arroyo-Rodriguez et al. 2016). 
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Table Legend 

Table 1. Datasets included in the meta-analyses of successional tropical dry forests. Shifting means 

shifting cultivation, MAP is the mean annual precipitation, PET is the annual potential 

evapotranspiration. The threshold for a dry month is < 100 mm of monthly precipitation. The crosses in 

the last four columns indicate which meta-analyses each dataset was included in. For datasets using a 

nested design, the plot area is the largest one used in the dataset. The number of plots refers to 

successional plots only (it excludes old-growth forest plots). This information refers to the data used in 

the meta-analysis, after data preparation, and can therefore differ slightly from those reported in the 

original publications. 
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Castellanos-Castro 

and Newton (2015) 

- Ceibal - pasture 

21 100 no 2.5 7-27.5 pasture 900 5 1573 high Colombia X X   

Castellanos-Castro 

and Newton (2015) 

- Rosales - pasture 

8 100 no 2.5 3.5-20 pasture 900 5 1573 high Colombia X X   

Castellanos-Castro 

and Newton (2015) 

- Rosales - shifting 

10 100 no 2.5 3.5-15 shifting 900 5 1573 high Colombia X X   

Kennard (2002) 60 1000 yes 5 5-50 shifting 1129 6 1701 high Bolivia X X   

Lebrija-Trejos et al. 

(2008) 

14 400 yes 1 3-60 shifting 900 7.5 1799 high Mexico X X X X 

Leiva et al. (2009)  100 500 no 5 10-60 pasture 1575 5.5 1426 high Costa Rica X X X X 

Mora et al. (2015) 8 500 no 2.5 1-10 pasture 788 7 1510 no data Mexico X X X X 

Powers et al. (2009) 

- Palo Verde TDF 

19 1000 no 10 7-60 pasture 1492 5 1484 high Costa Rica X X   

Powers et al. (2009) 

- Santa Rosa oak 

16 1000 no 10 5-30 pasture 1575 5.5 1453 low Costa Rica X X   

Powers et al. (2009) 

- Santa Rosa TDF 

22 1000 no 10 6-60 pasture 1575 5.5 1453 high Costa Rica X X X X 

Rico-Gray and 

Garcia-Franco 

(1992) 

4 1000 no 1 10-40 shifting 950 7 1594 high Mexico X X X X 

Sovu et al. (2009) 290 100 no 1 1-19 shifting 1647 6 1368 high Laos X X   

Spittler (2001) 257 154 no 5 6-50 pasture 1575 5.5 1469 high Costa Rica X X X X 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Estimated effect sizes (slope of the linear regression against successional age) of one meta-

analysis (all datasets) and two meta-regressions (with previous land use and duration of succession 

studied) for a) species richness (standardized to 15 individuals) and b) Shannon evenness index, from 

meta-analysis of tropical dry forest datasets. The error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The 

estimate of effect size is significant if the confidence interval excludes 0. N is the number of datasets for 

each case. Nfs is the fail-safe number for the significant effect size: it assesses the number of datasets 

with a null estimate that would need to be added to make the result non-significant. The estimate is robust 

if Nfs>5N+10 (indicated with an asterix). pdiff is the p-value for the significance of the difference between 

two modalities of a moderator. Heterogeneity between datasets is tested with Cochran's Q test for meta-

analysis without moderators and with the Q-E test for meta-regression with moderators, a significant p-

value indicates heterogeneity. Shifting means shifting cultivation. 
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Figure 2. Estimated effect size (slope of the linear regression against successional age) of one meta-

analysis (all datasets) and two meta-regressions (with previous land use and duration of succession 

studied) for a) the Sørensen and b) the Chao-Sørensen species composition similarity indices for trees and 

shrubs, from meta-analysis of tropical dry forest datasets. The error bars indicate 95% confidence 

intervals. The estimate of the effect size is significant if the confidence interval excludes 0. N is the 

number of datasets for each case. Nfs is the fail-safe number for the significant effect size: it assesses the 

number of datasets with a null estimate that would need to be added to make the result non-significant. 

The estimate is robust if Nfs>5N+10 (indicated with an asterix). pdiff is the p-value for the significance of 

the difference between two modalities of a moderator. Heterogeneity between datasets is tested with 

Cochran's Q test for meta-analysis without moderators and with the Q-E test for meta-regression with 

moderators, a significant p-value indicates heterogeneity. Shifting means shifting cultivation. 
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